
Bergenda� Men�
Landsnoravägen 110, 192 55 Sollentuna, Sweden

+33186995715 - http://www.bergendal.se/

The menu of Bergendal from Sollentuna includes 14 meals. On average, meals or drinks on the card cost about
$219.7. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What User likes about Bergendal:

a nice hotel, I would say it is a home and location was exquisite. the hotel offers organic food, free parking, the
staff was excellent and friendly. She stayed here for a family wedding and felt like home. the weather was perfect

and as we came all the way from dubai, I must say it was literally paradisias for us with all the nature that
surrounds us and a beautiful lake close to, an excellent place for photoshoots. read more. The Bergendal from

Sollentuna has courses on offer that are typical for Europe, Also, the drinks menu at this place is exceptional and
offers a significant and varied variety of both local and international beers, which are definitely worth a try. You
have the option to, after the meal (or during it), still relax at the bar with an alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink, You
will not only have an attractive view of the deliciously arranged dishes, but you will also be offered a beautiful

view of some of the local sights.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Snack�
TRYFFELCHIPS 622 kr

Sid� dishe�
FRENCH FRIES 962 kr

A�ernoo� Te�
PÅ FALKBERGET

Varmrätter
GRILLAD TOAST 2,206 kr

ALLTID PÅ G - FRÅN 11.30
MÅN-FRE
OST CHARK 1,753 kr

A�erwor�
VINPROVNING

Men� finn� på hemsida�
HTTPS: WWW.BERGENDAL.SE
RESTAURANG MENYER BAREN
AFTERNOON-TEA

Mer informatio� på
hemsida�
WWW.BERGENDAL.SE

A l� cart�
KVÄLLENS TRERÄTTERSMENY 6,731 kr

SHRIMP SANDWICH 3,224 kr

BERGENDALS
DUBBELBURGARE 2,772 kr

BERGENDALS VEGANSKA
BURGARE 2,772 kr

EKOLOGISKA GRÖNSAKER 962 kr
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OLIVER KRONÄRTSKOCKA 962 kr
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